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On December 8, 1966 the Ro–Pax ferry SS Heraklion capsized and sank in the Aegean Sea, resulting
in the death of over 200 people. The present paper tries to shed some light into the various events that led
to the largest tragedy of modern Greek maritime history. It re-constructs the accidental data based on a
variety of original investigation reports, ship files and legal evidence. Ship’s loading, intact and damage
stability behaviour were re-investigated and the flooding/sinking of the ship was simulated by use of a time
simulation method. Results of our investigation were compared with available testimonies of survivors. It
was found that downflooding of large void spaces below the flooded car deck and the effect of multiple
free surfaces on ship’s stability was eventually the main reason for SS Heraklion’s capsize.
Keywords: SS Heraklion, marine accident, damage stability, water on deck, extreme weather, sail-out
permit, time simulation

1. Introduction
In the night of December 8, 1966 the Ro–Pax ferry SS Heraklion capsized and
sank in the Aegean Sea, resulting in the death of over 200 people.
SS Heraklion was originally built at Fairfield Shipbuilding and Engineering Company in Glasgow in 1949. Her first name was SS Leicestershire and she was owned
by Bibby Line. She initially operated the UK to Burma route. She was also chartered
to the British India Line for some time to supplement its London to East Africa service. Aegean Steam Navigation Co bought the ship in 1964 to operate her under their
Typaldos Line. It was then renamed to SS Heraklion. In order to fit her new duties
Typaldos Line converted the ship to a passenger/car ferry (see Fig. 1).
* Corresponding author: Dr.-Eng. Evangelos K. Boulougouris, Lecturer, Department of Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering, University of Strathclyde, Henry Dyer Building, 100 Montrose
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Fig. 1. SS Heraklion following her conversion. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)

The ship sailed out from Souda Bay, Chania–Crete in the evening of December 7,
1966, under extreme weather conditions, for the port of Piraeus. While sailing south
of the rocky island of Falkonera a non-secured refrigerator truck moved transversely
and hit the side loading door violently. The door opened and the truck plummeted
into the sea. As result of that the car deck was flooded through the side door opening
and this caused the capsize/sinking of the ship sometime after 2:00 AM on December 8, 1966.
Considering the significance of this accident for the modern Greek maritime history (e.g. modernization of Greek Maritime Authorities, introduction of ‘suspension
of sail-out of passenger ships in bad weather’ decree etc.), the authors using state
of the art methods and tools are revisiting this accident in order to assess the main
reasons for this maritime tragedy, causing the lives to more than 200 people. The SS
Heraklion accident is believed to be one of the first ships worldwide, in which the
effect of flooding of a passenger ferry’s car deck (Water On Deck, WOD problem) on
ship’s damage stability proved fatal.1 The subject of the paper is part of the diploma
thesis work of the 3rd author [13].
1 Remarkably, the Norwegian train ferry Skagerrak (built in 1965) sank three months earlier, on
September 7, 1966, on a journey between Kristiansand/Norway and Hirtshals/Denmark, when her stern
ramp was destroyed in heavy seas and caused her deck flooding. This may have been the very first known
WOD ferry accident in Europe and worldwide.
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2. Historical background
The owner and operator of the tragic ship was the Aegean Steam Navigation Co
of Typaldos brothers. The company was founded after WWII and started offering
passenger transport and cruising services in the Greek coastal market. The company
was quite successful and kept steadily growing, operating with more and more ships
in the sixties. In 1964, SS Heraklion was acquired by Typaldos brothers to provide
passenger liner services between Piraeus and Chania–Crete. Once the ship arrived in
Greece, the former SS Leicestershire originally built by Fairfield Shipbuilding and
Eng. Co. in Glasgow in 1949 for the UK Bibby line, was refitted as a passenger/car
ferry. The ship had an overall length of 498 ft (152 m), a beam of 60 ft (18 m),
gross tonnage of 8,922 tonnes. She was equipped with a 4-cylinder steam turbine
placed in an engine room amidships, like in most ships of that period. Powered by
7,000 HP and fitted with a single propeller she was capable of reaching a speed of
about 18 knots.
At that time, the Greek shipping industry was on the way to recover from the damages of WWII. Most ship-owners were looking for second hand and often unsuitable
vessels that were converted to passenger ferries and completely refitted. Conversions
took place at small Greek yards without experience in this type of work. Naval architects, in charge of the conversions, did also have little experience in the assigned
work.
Next to them, the coast-guard authorities had also little experience in safety inspections of passenger ferries, thus could not properly monitor the condition of the
growing fleet. Without appropriate staffing, the authorities were simply unable to
meet the demands of their assigned tasks.
Even more, the political situation in Greece was at the time of the accident very
unstable, if not chaotic, what was reflected in the performance of Greece’s administration. With the general elections pending, temporary governments were being
appointed by the King of Greece, to be replaced by others within very short time.
Notably, few months after the accident (April 21st, 1967) a military junta came into
power in Greece.
According to a report of the chief of the coast guard’s naval architecture department of December 12, 1966 (this report was released only 4 days after the
accident. . .), only few passenger ships complied with the safety regulations in force.
This is not surprising if we consider the following.
The naval architects in charge of the shipbuilding work rarely submitted any plans
for approval to the authorities, though it was required; even more, when they submitted plans and calculations for approval, these rarely corresponded to the actual ship’s
condition. Incorrect gross & net tonnage calculations were often approved by incompetent authorities, as were freeboard and subdivision length calculations; inclining
experiments were often not conducted, or accomplished incorrectly. Captains used to
operate their ships without having proper operational instructions, e.g. for the ballasting of the ship; ships often disposed insufficient watertight subdivision after being
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converted to ferry ships (“watertight” bulkheads were not truly watertight in practice,
due to various non-watertight openings/ways in between subdivided spaces).
In this state of affairs of Greek coastal shipping at the time of the accident, a fatal
accident as that of SS Heraklion could have been expected to come. Next to SS Heraklion, several other Typaldos Line’s vessels, like Lemnos, Ydra and Elli, were often
reported as operating without proper safety certificates, incorrect or no data at all in
their files.

3. SS Heraklion – The ship after the conversion
SS Heraklion following her conversion had a capacity of 1,000 passengers and
400 t of trucks and cars, making her one of the largest, fastest and most competitive
ships operating in the Aegean at that time (see Table 1).
The main conversion works refer to the following [1]:
• Four (4) additional transverse bulkheads were fitted, subdividing the existing
holds of the ship and generating nine (9) new void spaces as shown in Fig. 2
(encircled with blue colour).
• The original hatch coamings were covered in such a way so as to generate two
car decks, namely one extending from the engine room to the forepeak ballast
tank and another one extending from the engine room to the afterpeak ballast
tank.
Table 1
SS Heraklion main particulars
Ship particulars
Ship name

SS Heraklion

Ship type
Builders
Year of built
Area of operation (last)
Service speed (kn)
Gross register tonnes

Passenger/car ferry
Fairfield shipbuilding and engineering company
1949
Aegean Sea
18.0
4407

Deadweight (in tonnes)
Passengers acc. to summer certificate
Passengers acc. to winter certificate
Number of crew

1089
1375
625
95

Ship dimensions
Length over all (m)
Breadth extreme (m)
Depth to the main deck (m)
Draft (max) (m)

146.46
18.38
5.334
4.705
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Fig. 2. SS Heraklion: main design alterations. (The colors are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)

• The front part of the intermediate deck was totally removed (marked in red
colour in Fig. 2) in order to provide space for high trucks loaded on the forward
car deck.
• Several compartments were refurbished as tourist class accommodation spaces
(marked in grey colour) while existing accommodation spaces on the main deck
were extended/refitted.
• The original ship’s winches, cranes and other equipment concerning the loading/unloading procedure were totally removed from the main deck while the
hatch coamings were covered in such a way to form a continuous deck.
• The ship was equipped with four (4) side ramp-doors, two for the forward,
larger car deck and two for the smaller car deck on the ship’s stern.
As shown in the side profile (Fig. 2), the ship’s watertight part, extending from
the baseline to the car deck, was subdivided by eleven (11) transverse bulkheads.
However, the four additional bulkheads fitted during the conversion works did not
go through to the base of the double bottom, but reached only the double bottom’s
ceiling.
It was definitely a major conversion according to SOLAS that had a great impact
on ship’s safety. It is notable that most of the conversion works were carried out at
a local yard in the Piraeus–Perama shipbuilding area; local yards and naval architects did not dispose at that time experience in this type of conversion work, which
was completed without the supervision by the Greek flag authorities and nor by the
classification society in charge. This may explain the numerous irregularities that
were revealed later on, while the ship was in operation for a prolonged time without
properly approved safety and class certificates.
According to the documentary files of the authorities, the SS Heraklion in particular encountered several problems during the period after her conversion and the
commencement of operations in summer 1965 and up to December 1966, when she
sank. These included [1]:
• improper fitting of watertight transverse bulkheads, with alleged 15 holes of
15 cm diameter,
• untrained crew in the proper use of the auxiliary systems of the ship (ballast
pumps, etc.),
• incorrect freeboard and subdivision studies submitted to the authorities,
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• lack of inclining experiment and of related assessments of ship’s stability,
• improper fitting of side ramp doors, with repeatedly broken mounting/hinges,
etc.,
• Lack of class and safety certificates.
Given the fact that the ship had no proper class certificate as passenger ship, it
is a miracle how the ship continued operating under temporary permit by the coast
guard authorities for about 1.5 years after her conversion to Ro–Pax ferry!
It may be however improper to examine that time’s state of affairs of Greece’s
Coast Guard strictly by today’s standards and rush to simple conclusions. Damage
stability regulations for passenger ships were at the time of accident insufficient,
even at international level. SOLAS 48 came into force only in September 1961 (!)
and its provisions were mandatory strictly only for newbuildings. Only several years
later, in October 1969, SOLAS 60 came into force. That more or less led to the
foundation of the later deterministic stability criteria of SOLAS 74 and SOLAS 90,
which remained in use until quite recently.

4. The accident
According to the official report [1] in the night of December 7, 1966, at about
7.30 PM local time, the SS Heraklion left Souda Bay in North-West Crete heading
for the port of Piraeus in mainland Greece. The ship was in regular service on the
route Chania/Crete–Piraeus. There was a delay of about half an hour of the departure
from Chania port due to the late arrival of an expected 34-ton reefer truck loaded with
oranges. Upon arrival the truck entered in hurry the forward car deck of the ship from
a side ramp/door. It was already late with ship’s departure and the crew was under
pressure to quickly load the truck so that the ship could leave. In view of this, the
truck was unconventionally loaded transversely and without being lashed, noting that
all other trucks and cars on the same deck were loaded longitudinally according to
the loading plan, but without special means of lashing as well.
At about midnight the already rough weather conditions worsened (winds of 8+
Beaufort scale and SW stern-quartering waves of 5–6 m wave height) and the ship
started to roll heavily, in addition to strong heave and pitch motions. According to
survivors’ testimonies, several trucks started moving and crashing against each other
due to the extreme motions of the ship. At about 01:10 AM, a truck carrying soap
and oil turned over. The released oily cargo made the car deck extremely slippery
and dangerous to move on it.
Several minutes later, as the roll motions were getting more severe, the heavy
34 t reefer truck started also moving transversely over the slippery deck and crashed
against the side door of the garage, from which it entered the ship, several times.
According to testimonies, this phase seems to have lasted for about fifteen minutes
(01:30 AM–01:45 AM) and ended with the starboard side door giving in and getting
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open, with the truck plummeting into the sea (first, the trailer was disconnected from
the tractor and did fall to the sea; shortly after the tractor followed).
With the ship moving heavily in strong seas, water started flooding the car deck,
resulting in a heavy list. Despite the captain’s efforts to restore the ship to her vertical
position, the list progressively increased and additional water entered ship’s car deck
from the open side door until the point of no return. The ship finally sank near the
island of Milos (Fig. 3, Falkonera’s Waters), shortly after 2:00 AM on December 8,
1966.
An SOS signal from SS Heraklion was received at 02:06 AM from various stations
and ships around the Aegean Sea. The SOS signal was repeated twice. The Greek
Ministry of Mercantile Marine was underequipped to handle the necessary communications and SAR actions, while the port authorities of Piraeus, Syros and of other
neighbouring islands were also unable to offer assistance due to lack of equipment.
Unfortunately the ferry Minos, which was on the same route and some 15 miles away
from the scene, did not receive the SOS.
At 4.30 AM the naval ship RHS Syros was ordered to get under way, while an
hour later the Hellenic Air Force was alerted. A C-47 Skytrain took off from Elefsis
airport followed shortly by two more. The first aircraft arrived at around 10:00 AM
at the same time with the British HMS Ashton, which started picking up survivors
aided from the three aircraft. This was about 8 h after ship’s sinking!
Officially, out of 73 officers and crew and 191 passengers only 46 were rescued,
(16 crew and 30 passengers), while 217 perished. The exact number remains however

Fig. 3. Ship’s course. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/
ISP-130109.)
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unknown (some refer to 247 casualties), since at the time it was common to board
the ship without a ticket, which would be issued upon sailing.
The Greek government’s investigation found the Typaldos Line guilty of negligence; the company was also charged with manslaughter and forgery of documents.
The owner of the company, the general manager and two officers were sentenced to
jail in 1968 (5–7 years prison). In the aftermath, it was found that twelve of the company’s fifteen ships failed inspections under the international law. The company’s
remaining ships were taken over and sold either for scrap or sold off for other uses.
The Typaldos line was dissolved. Following the SS Heraklion disaster, the Greek
government enacted for all passenger ships leaving Greek ports the so-called ‘suspension of sail-out in bad weather’ decree. Based on this, passenger ships operating
in Greek waters are prohibited from sailing out with winds blowing at 8 Beaufort
scale or higher, depending on their size. At the time of accident, it was up to the captain to decide whether to sail out or not. The ‘suspension of sail-out in bad weather’
decree remains in force until today in Greece.

5. Ship model reconstruction
In an attempt to shed light in this tragic accident, a reconstruction of the ship’s hull
was accomplished using various historical documents [1,4,5], the close cooperation
with Technical University Hamburg–Harburg, which worked with the authors in a
parallel study on the reasons of ship’s accident [2] and the available ship drawings.
Based on the above, the geometry file of the hull was developed in NAPA [10] (see
Fig. 4). The hydrostatics were verified for various loading conditions with those laid
down in the investigations reports. The developed ship model coloured according to
the purpose of each room is shown in Fig. 5.
A key issue in our study, but also in all the conducted legal investigations in relation to the accident, was the determination of ship’s actual lightship weight and her

Fig. 4. Hull lines of SS Heraklion in NAPA. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)
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Fig. 5. NAPA model colours with room purposes. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)

mass centre location. Regretfully, an inclining experiment was never properly conducted after SS Heraklion’s conversion and prior to delivery, thus only the data of
her sister vessel, namely SS Chania could be used for concluding on the lightweight
and centroids of SS Heraklion. Using recorded data of the sister ship, the loading
case was reconstructed in NAPA and the results are shown in Table 2. Both the lightship weight and VCG are in good agreement with the court study of Georgiadis
and Antoniou [5]. The displacement at the inclining test condition was estimated to
be 7,444.5 t compared to 7,447.62 t given in the comparative study report [5]. The
VCG at the inclining experiment was estimated to have been 7.753 m, compared to
7.516 m in the comparative report [5]. This difference is considered satisfactory for
the purpose of the present study, considering the overall uncertainty of the available
comparative data and the circumstances of their generation.
The geometric model gives a lightship of 5,722.3 t for SS Chania, 79.1 t (1.3%)
less that the lightship referred to in the accident investigation report [1]. The main
reason for the increased difference between the inclining experiment and lightship
weight data is the difference in the tank capacities used in the investigation report and
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Table 2
SS Chania inclining experiment results
Mean draught moulded
Trim (+fwd trim)

4.521
−3.687

m
m

Displacement
KM
GM
Free surface correction
GM0
KG

7444.5
8.771
0.935
0.083
1.018
7.753

t
m
m
m
m
m

Lightweight
Lightweight-LCG
Lightweight-VCG

5722.3
63.78
9.70

t
m
m

Table 3
Extracted SS Heraklion lightship
Lightweight
Lightweight-LCG
Lightweight-VCG

5659.41
64.19
9.641

t
m
m

Fig. 6. Full load floating condition. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/
10.3233/ISP-130109.)

those calculated by the model. Considering the lighter superstructure of SS Heraklion
due to the removal of the aft superstructure, her lightship was estimated as given in
Table 3.
In order to check the stability of the vessel, the reconstruction of the full load
condition was made using the available data from Georgiadis and Antoniou [5]. The
resulting floating conditions are shown in Fig. 6 and corresponding numerical results
in Table 4.
The results are in good agreement with those listed in the Georgiadis and Antoniou
report [5]. The calculated displacement is 55.8 t less (−0.7%) and the metacentric
height 0.09 m less than the reported values. Surprisingly, the vessel fulfilled modern
intact stability criteria as shown in Table 5 (IMO Resolution A.749 (ES.IV)). The
righting level at this loading condition is shown in Fig. 7 and is in good agreement
with comparative figures of other researchers [2].
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Table 4
Full load condition
Deadweight
Displacement-full load
Full load-LCG

2120.8
7780.2
69.20

t
t
m

7.69
0.82

m
m

Full load-VCG
GMcorr

Table 5
Intact stability in full load condition
Criterion

REQ

ATT

Unit

Status

AREA30
AREA40
AREA3040
GZ0.2

0.055
0.090
0.030
0.200

0.134
0.246
0.113
0.796

mrad
mrad
mrad
m

OK
OK
OK
OK

25.000
0.150

40.869
0.796
2067.925
0.20656
0.02550
0.208

deg
m
m2
mrad
mrad
m

OK
OK

13.374
18.232
9.380
5.4
3.167

deg
deg
deg
deg
deg

MAXGZ25
GM0.15
Prof. area
Area to leeward (b)
Area to windward (a)
GZc
Gust angle
Rollback angle
Steady state angle
Heel due to passenger concentration at side
Heel due to turning (V = 15 kts)

b>a

<16
10
10

OK

OK
OK
OK

Fig. 7. Static (HPHI in m) and dynamic stability (EPHI in rad ∗ m) at full load condition. (Colors are
visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)
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Fig. 8. Ship’s stability in waves (wave crest).

Based on the data from the official investigation report [1], the loading condition
at the time of the tragic accident was modelled. The vessel satisfied also in this
condition the latest IMO intact stability standards.
The effect of stern or stern-quartering waves on ship’s stability was also investigated, calculating at first the righting arm in waves. As can be seen in Fig. 8, there
is a reduction of the righting arm with the ship on the wave crest (H = 4 m, wave
length ≈ Lwl ), but this is not substantial, in view of ship’s hull form. In addition,
the guidance criteria provided by IMO for avoiding dangerous situations in adverse
weather and sea conditions (MSC.1/Circ.1228 [6]) were examined. It includes dynamic stability phenomena that may occur in following and quartering seas, e.g. surfriding and broaching-to phenomena; synchronous rolling motion; parametric rolling
and combination of various dangerous phenomena. The respective phenomena, the
conditions for their occurrence in general and in particular in the case of SS Heraklion in the night of accident were examined and the outcome is shown in Table 6.
From these results it is obvious that SS Heraklion was in the night of the accident
sailing in the dangerous zone of very likely occurrence of successive high-wave attacks and likely of parametric rolling motions.

6. Flooding investigation
The accident investigation has shown that the main, original cause of the accident
was the shift of an unsecured reefer truck that struck several times against the starboard side door. This ended with the starboard side door giving in, with the truck
plummeting into the sea. At first, the movement of the heavy, 34 t truck to the side
created a significant heeling moment on the ship. The lower edge of the opened side
door came closer to the wavy sea surface and considering ship’s severe roll and heave

Phenomenon

Surf-riding

Pure loss of stability
Successive high
wave attack
Synchronous rolling and
parametric rolling

Stability criterion

√
V (kn) = 1.8 L (m)/ cos(180 − α)
α: angle of wave encounter
(0 degrees: head seas)
wave height H = 4 m and
wave length λ ≈ Lwl
λ > 0.8L and
sign. wave height HS > 0.04L
(1) natural to encounter period ratio
TR /TE = 1
(2) TR /TE = 2

As applied to the case of
SS Heraklion
V = 21.5–30.5 kn

SS Heraklion
(condition at the time of accident)

Likelihood of
occurrence
(qualitative)

V = 15 kn (max 19 kn)

Impossible

Reduced but adequate stability

Very likely

λ > 114.6 m and
HS > 5.7 m
(1) TR = 4.083–8.324 s

λ = 76–190 m and
HS = 4–7 m
(1) TR = 15.76 s = 4.083–8.324 s

Very likely
(1) Impossible

(2) TR = 8.166–16.648 s

(2) TR = 15.76 s = 8.166–16.648 s

(2) Likely
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Table 6
Additional dynamic intact stability criteria [6]
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motions the flooding of the vehicle deck was the due consequence. This resulted in
additional heeling and in a reduction of ship’s GM due to the significant free surface
formed in the car deck space. The floodwater amount led also to a reduction of ship’s
freeboard, which also led to an increase of the water quantities entering the ship. Simultaneously, due to down-flooding openings on the car deck, amounts of water
flooded also the lower void spaces, creating additional free surfaces and reductions
of ship’s GM, eventually rendering the capsizal of the vessel unavoidable.
The identified events that caused the rapid heeling of the ship at her starboard side
were in particular:
• The transverse shift of the heavy reefer truck from the centre line to the edge of
the opened side door.
• The flooding of the car deck (and of lower spaces).
• The transverse shift of the rest of the cars.
• The presence of following/stern quartering waves.
• Beam winds blowing from the port side of the vessel.
The heeling caused by the beam winds was calculated using the IMO weather criterion, where the wind heeling moment that is generated when a pressure of 0.1 t/m2
is applied on ship’s profile area. This pressure would cause the heeling of the ship by
12.5 degrees in still water and more than 16 degrees with the ship on a wave crest.
It should be mentioned here that due to ship’s relatively small freeboard, the lower
edge of the side door is getting submerged at an angle of about 10 degrees. The
location of the side door in the middle of the forward car space combined with the
sheer of the car deck and the large trim of the vessel permitted the accumulation of
large quantities of water in case of flooding and the developing of a large free surface
on her car deck. The calculation has shown that in her intact loading condition, only
17 t of flood water would be required to reduce to zero the metacentric height of
the vessel in still water condition and only 6 t when the ship is situated on a wave
crest. For reference, the forward car deck space had a capacity (as floodable space,
according our NAPA model) of more than 95 t for a reference height of 0.5 m at its
lower aft end, assuming a trim of the ship by 3 m (aft).
With the reefer truck hanging at the end of the opened side door, a significant
heeling moment is being imposed on the vessel. In still water, the ship would heel
about 4 degrees due to this, reaching 15 degrees with the wind force. With the ship
on the wave crest these values increase to 5 and 19 degrees respectively. Assuming a
quantity of 50 t of flood water on the car deck the static heel reaches 9 degrees and
the wind imposed heeling surpasses 21 degrees.
According to the testimonies, in the next stage the reefer plummeted into the sea;
removing the heeling moment of the hanging truck, we need at the same time to add
some moment for the rest of the trucks on the car deck that were now shifted to the
starboard side. Assuming a shift of 2 m with respect to the centre of their weight
and removing the reefer truck’s weight, a new loading condition arises with a static
heel of 5 degrees and wind imposed heeling of 19 degrees. It is obvious that at this
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condition significant quantities of water may enter the car deck. A quantity of 100 t
is sufficient to increase the static heel to 12 degrees and the wind imposed heeling to
23 degrees. Increase of the flood volume would degrade further the stability of the
ship.
6.1. Flooding simulation
In order to investigate more carefully the progressive flooding sequence, a full
geometric model of the flooded spaces was created in NAPA, modelling all floodable
spaces above the main deck as shown in Fig. 9. A number of internal and external
openings were also modelled in order to create a complete hydraulic model for the
simulation of the progressive flooding of the ship [2].
6.2. The pressure-correction method
The NAPA dynamic flooding simulation tool was used for simulating the progressive flooding. The principles of the method were presented in Ruponen [12]. At
each time step the conservation of mass is satisfied in each flooded room, both with
respect to water and air. The equation of continuity stipulates:


∂ρ
 n dS,
dΩ = −
ρU
(1)
Ω ∂t
S
 the velocity vector and S the surface that
where ρ is the density of the fluid, U
bounds the control volume Ω. The minus sign on the RHS of the equation is due to
the assumption that the surface’s normal vector n points outwards from the control

Fig. 9. Geometric model with superstructure. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)
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Fig. 10. Definition of points A (middle of room) and B (opening). (Colors are visible in the online version
of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)

volume. The velocities at the openings are calculated using Bernoulli’s equation for a
streamline from a point in the middle of a flooded room A to a point in the opening B
(see Fig. 10):


B
A


dp 1  2
+ uB − u2A + g(hB − hA ) = 0,
ρ
2

(2)

where p is the pressure, u the flux velocity and h the height for a reference level.
Assuming slow flooding, the velocity at the centre of the room is assumed zero.
The flux is considered inviscid and irrotational. With the introduction of semiempirical discharge coefficients for the pressure losses in flooding openings and
pipes, the following equation derives [12]:


B
A


dp 1  2
1
+ uB − u2A + g(hB − hA ) + kL u2B = 0,
ρ
2
2

(3)

where kL is a semi-empirical non-dimensional pressure loss coefficient. Solving (3)
for the square of the velocity in the opening, we obtain the following equation [12]:
u2B =


 B 
dp
1
2g(hB − hA ) − 2
.
1 + kL
A ρ

(4)

The latter suggests that the flux√velocity in the opening is directly proportional to a
constant discharge coefficient 1/ 1 + kL . MSC.245(83) can be utilized to estimate
the coefficient’s value [7].
The flooding simulation uses the pressure-correction method. It models the ship
as an unstructured and staggered grid of volumes (cells) representing each a single
room. The flux through a cell face is possible only with an opening that connects
the room with another one or the sea (environment). Sloshing effects are not taken
into account i.e. the water is level in each flooded room. Based on the water depth
in each room and the heel and trim angles of the vessel, the volume of floodwater in
each room is calculated. The flooding is solved implicitly using of the pressures in
the rooms and the velocities in the openings [9]. The underlying concept is that the
equation of continuity and Bernoulli’s equation are used for the correction of the
pressures until the iteration process converges, satisfying both at the same time.
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The tool allows also the approximation of the dynamic roll motion of the ship in
waves. However, in contrast to the more accurate time domain simulation tools – e.g.
CAPSIM [11,14], FREDYN [3] or PROTEUS [8] – that allow the consideration of
6 degrees of freedom motions in seaways, the NAPA flooding simulation tool does
account only in an approximate way for the roll motion and ship dynamics, whereas
trim and draught are treated in a quasi-static way. The NAPA simulated roll motion
is an approximation of the true response and is based on specified values for ship’s
natural roll period and roll damping, whereas incident wave’s height and period are
also restricted to moderate values [9].
The main advantage offered by the NAPA flooding simulation tool is its fast execution, allowing the assessment of many damage scenarios within reasonable time.
Also, the impact of the intermediate stages of flooding can be systematically explored, while taking into account moderate motions of the ship in beam waves.
6.3. Simulation results
Given the uncertainties surrounding the condition of watertightness of fitted bulkheads and of ship’s outfitting during the conversion, but also of many other ensuing
accident parameters, a variety of different scenarios were examined, namely:
• Refer truck overboard, shift of remaining vehicles, no flooding.
• Refer truck overboard, shift of remaining vehicles, with flooding, dry void
spaces.
• Refer truck overboard, shift of remaining vehicles, with flooding of void spaces
by 6 × 0.1 m2 openings.
• Refer truck overboard, shift of remaining vehicles, with flooding of void spaces
by 6 × 0.2 m2 openings.
In the first scenario it was considered that after the refer truck was gone overboard; the remaining vehicles were also shifted transversely due to the severe rolling
motions of the ship. This scenario results to a steady list of 3.7 degrees to starboard
side (in still water and without considering wind heeling moment). For the simulation of ship’s flooding and motion using NAPA’s flooding module, we assumed for
the natural roll period of the ship 14.9 s (corresponding to a GM = 0.902) and a
critical damping ratio (typically taken from roll decay tests) of 0.05. For the incident
wave spectrum, a typical JONSWAP spectrum was used with a period of 7.6 s, corresponding to wave lengths of 90 meters, coming from the port side. The significant
wave height was 2.3 m. It should be noted that the used NAPA model did not allow
evaluating large incident wave heights, what would have probably accelerated the
flooding of the internal spaces.
The simulations have shown that for the ultimate capsize of the ship, the downflooding of the void spaces below the car deck proved essential. In those simulation
cases in which the void spaces were kept dry, the ship was listing but it remained finally stable at a higher heeling angle. When downflooding occurred, the ship always
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capsized. This is shown in the following figures. The rate of increase of heeling was
proportional to the size of the openings connecting the forward car deck and the
down-flooding rate. This is elaborated in the following.
Initially the forward car deck was considered watertight with no downflooding
points. In this case the ship would not capsize as can be seen in the Fig. 11. As shown
in Fig. 12, an average quantity of about 30 t of floodwater is entering the forward cardeck space though the side door opening. Ship’s heeling increases from 3.7 degrees
in still water due to the loading asymmetry to an average of about 5 degrees, rolling
at times to more than 7 degrees; however, the ship is generally stable.

Fig. 11. Heeling angle vs time (s) for watertight cardeck. (Colors are visible in the online version of the
article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)

Fig. 12. Floodwater (t) versus time (s) for watertight cardeck. (Colors are visible in the online version of
the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)
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Assuming that there are 6 down flooding openings on the car deck (for which
there is evidence that it was not watertight), with an effective area of merely 0.1 m2 ,
each connecting the cardeck space with the void spaces below, the situation changes
dramatically. Now the list of the ship increases continuously and the ship capsizes
after 340 s as can be seen in Fig. 13. The floodwater is following the same trend as it
is shown in Fig. 14. The position of the ship just before capsizing is shown in Fig. 15.
Doubling the size of the downflooding openings results in the capsize of the ship
in almost half the time, namely from 340 s to 185 s. It is interesting to note that

Fig. 13. Heeling angle vs time (s) for 0.1 m2 cardeck downflooding opening area each. (Colors are visible
in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)

Fig. 14. Floodwater (t) versus time (s) for 0.1 m2 cardeck downflooding opening area each. (Colors are
visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)
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Fig. 15. Intermediate stage of flooding just before capsizing for 0.1 m2 cardeck downflooding opening
area each. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)

the floodwater quantity is about the same (around 2,500 t). The heeling angle time
history for this case is illustrated in Fig. 16 while the floodwater time history is
depicted in Fig. 17.

7. Conclusions
The results of the present analysis of the SS Heraklion accident support to a great
extent the general findings of the original investigation report and agree well with
the eye witnesses. The present investigation revealed, however, additional characteristics of this tragic accident, which are of permanent interest. The capsize of SS
Heraklion was a typical Ro–Ro ship accident with insufficient freeboard, allowing
the easy flooding of her car deck in view of an accidental opening of her car deck to
the open sea and the heavy seaway causing ship’s large motions. Flooding of a Ro–
Ro ship’s car deck was the cause of some major ferry ship accidents in Europe few
decades after the SS Heraklion sinking (e.g., MS Herald of Free Enterprise in 1987
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Fig. 16. Heeling angle versus time (s) for 0.2 m2 cardeck downflooding opening area each. (Colors are
visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)

Fig. 17. Floodwater (t) versus time (s) for 0.2 m2 cardeck downflooding opening area each. (Colors are
visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/ISP-130109.)

and MV Estonia in 1994). The risk and consequences of water-on-deck are considerable still today for all ships with large, unobstructed spaces near ship’s waterline,
even though current damage stability requirements are considerably more stringent.
The present investigation suggests that the downflooding of large void spaces below
the flooded car deck and the effect of multiple free surfaces was eventually the reason
for SS Heraklion’s capsize. Finally, simplified flooding and capsize simulation tools
can provide significant insight and prove helpful to the work of both ship designers and accident investigators, even though they omit ship dynamics, which may be
significant in other accident/capsize scenarios.
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